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Summary Paragraph
Psychology and the social sciences are undergoing a revolution: It has become increasingly clear that
traditional lab-based experiments fail to capture the full range of differences in cognitive abilities and
behaviours across the general population. Some progress has been made toward devising measures that
can be applied at scale across individuals and populations. What has been missing is a broad battery of
validated tasks that can be easily deployed, used across different age ranges and social backgrounds, and
employed in practical, clinical, and research contexts. Here, we present Skill Lab, a game-based approach
allowing the efficient assessment of a suite of cognitive abilities. Skill Lab has been validated outside the
lab in a crowdsourced population-size sample recruited in collaboration with the Danish Broadcast
Company (Danmarks Radio, DR). Our game-based measures are five times faster to complete than the
equivalent traditional measures and replicate previous findings on the decline of cognitive abilities with age
in a large population sample. Furthermore, by combining the game data with an in-game survey, we
demonstrate that this unique dataset has implication for key questions in social science, challenging the
Jack-of-all-Trades theory of entrepreneurship and provide evidence for risk preference being independent
of executive functioning.
Introduction
Individual cognitive phenotyping holds the potential
to revolutionize various domains ranging from
personalized learning to precision psychology and
the job market of the 21st century. To get there it will
require us to rethink how we study and measure
cognitive abilities. Most of what social scientists
know about cognitive abilities and psychological
behaviour has been gleaned from studying
university undergraduates in the laboratory. It has
become clear, however, that many of these – often
underpowered – results may not generalize across
populations, let alone to samples from non-Western
cultures. The social sciences are therefore
undergoing a revolution to increase the diversity of
those studied1. Furthermore, in-person testing is
costly, inconvenient to participants, and sometimes
confounded by issues such as experimenter
expectations and behaviours2. Until these problems
are solved, individual cognitive phenotyping and
ambitions such as precision psychiatry will remain
an illusion.
Online crowdsourcing has been proposed as a
solution to these challenges; to date, development
efforts have centred around two distinct paradigms:

digital versions of traditional tasks and game-based
assessment. Projects such as LabintheWild3,
Volunteer Science4, and TestMyBrain5 offer a broad
suite of digitized tasks from cognitive and social
science; researchers create and post their tasks
online, to be completed by volunteers from the
general public. These scientific platforms have
proven immensely successful for crowdsourcing
data from standardized and quickly customizable
tasks as an alternative to both laboratory studies
and generic crowdsourcing platforms such as
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Spurred on by
this success, researchers and students alike have
increasingly begun to use fee-based online services
to conduct studies in the social and cognitive
sciences. However, many tasks, which elicit reliable
within-participant effects, may actually evoke too
little variation between participants to offer reliable
phenotyping6. This is largely because, in many
cases, the available tasks rely on less-stimulating
and generally time-consuming and repetitive
conditions, in stark contrast to the reality of our daily
lives.
A broad spectrum of research indicates that games,
when following evidence-centred design7, can offer
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as much information about cognitive abilities as
laboratory tasks designed solely for that purpose,
while engaging larger and more diverse participant
pools8,9. Prominent examples are Sea Hero Quest10
and The Great Brain Experiment11. These projects
motivate players by framing the game as an
entertaining method to contribute to a meaningful
scientific question12,13. Sea Hero Quest has
reached 2.5 million participants and yielded
important insights into spatial
navigation
impairments in adults at risk of Alzheimer’s
disease14; The Great Brain Experiment has
provided new insights into age-related changes in
working memory performance15 and patterns of bias
in information-seeking behavior16. These studies
have demonstrated the viability of large-scale
cognitive ability testing11, but have relied on small,
laboratory-based validation samples of their
gamified cognitive ability measures. This raises an
important question: Can we advance crowdsourced
psychological science by motivating large groups of
players to both play the games and perform the less
entertaining and more time-consuming traditional
tasks in order to provide a robust within-subject
validation of game-based cognitive ability
measures?
Here, we develop the most comprehensive
crowdsourced validation set of cognitive ability
measures to date; it could be used as a costeffective screening tool for clinical disorders and
applied in educational and corporate settings. Our
broad mapping of multiple abilities allows us to
assess their interrelations, as well as correlations
with participant demographic factors, in a broad
cross-section
of
a
national
population.
Methodologically, we address an important gap: we
perform the first large-scale validation of gamified
cognitive ability measures for individuals completing

both digitized traditional measures and our game
versions. Crowdsourcing of participant samples
using MTurk has inherent challenges17, we
demonstrate that engagement of the broader
“volunteer” population is possible with a rigorously
designed set of gamified cognitive ability measures.
Having successfully validated our measures on a
large scale, we establish a new paradigm in which
the database of game-based cognitive profiles is
compared with survey-based responses to a
number of fundamental social science questions by
the same participants. Furthermore, our validation
process represents a clear advance for the field of
psychological science, as we move both validation
and population-scale assessment outside the lab.
Skill Lab is unique among big data initiatives, as it
openly asks participants to contribute to scientific
knowledge creation while providing them with a
personalized cognitive profile based on their game
play18. Thus, in contrast to most social science
experiments, where participants’ main benefit is
monetary compensation, Skill Lab players’ efforts
are rewarded by personal feedback and an
enjoyable experience12. Finally, as a first among big
data projects in cognitive science3–5,10,11,14–16,19–23,
an anonymised version of the dataset will be openly
accessible.
Skill Lab: Science Detective
Skill Lab: Science Detective is a portfolio of six
games and 14 validated cognitive ability tasks (see
Supplementary Information). Whereas many
traditional cognitive ability tasks assess a single
ability under strict conditions that aim to minimize
distractions and maximize experimental control, the
Skill Lab games are designed to engage multiple
cognitive processes in more realistic contexts,
simultaneously measuring multiple abilities within a
convenient, engaging, and scalable package. We

Fig 1: The six games making up Skill Lab. a) Rat Catch is designed to test Response Inhibition, Baseline Reaction Time,
and Choice Reaction Time, b) Shadow Match to test visuospatial reasoning in 3D, c) Robot Reboot to test reading
comprehension and instruction following, d) Relic Hunt to test visuospatial reasoning and executive functions for simple
strategy making in 2D visuospatial scenarios, e) Electron Rush to test how people navigate and make decisions, and f)
Chemical Chaos to measure visuospatial working memory.
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first identified how cognitive abilities have been
operationalized and measured in laboratories24–36
and designed games around specific indicators of
14 different cognitive abilities (see Supplementary
Information). To ensure the validity of the cognitive
abilities measured via the six games (Fig 1a–f), we
administered 14 standard cognitive ability tasks in a
separate section of Skill Lab. To obtain quantifiable
measures of a player’s level of ability, we identified
indicators of the cognitive abilities assessed (e.g.,
number of errors in a task) in both the games and
the tasks.
Let us illustrate the gamification process — making
games out of tasks — by describing the relationship
between the classic Go/No-Go task29 and the Rat
Catch game (Fig. 1b; see Supplementary
Information for descriptions of the other games).
The Go/No-Go task measures Response Inhibition,
Baseline Reaction Time, and Choice Reaction Time
(when facing distractors) by presenting a participant
with a series of stimuli. If the stimulus is the correct
colour, then the participant must react as quickly as
possible; otherwise, the participant must refrain
from reacting. This test procedure is mirrored in the
first two levels of Rat Catch. In the first level, a rat
appears for a limited time at a random position; the
player must tap the rat as quickly as possible,
providing measures of Baseline Reaction Time. The
rats disappear faster and faster as the level

progresses; when the player has missed three rats,
they are sent to the next level.
In the second level of the game, there is a 50%
chance that an “angry” red rat will appear. The
player is instructed not to react to red rats but to still
tap all other rats as quickly as possible. The level
then follows the same progression as the first level,
ending after three errors have been made (either
tapping a red rat or not tapping the other rats). This
provides indicators of Choice Reaction Time and
Response Inhibition. Further levels of Rat Catch
add variations, such as an increasing number of
stimuli or moving targets. These additions give
indicators of visuospatial reasoning components,
such as 2D spatial representation and movement
perception. Through the scripted behavioural
pattern assessment7 of the game, several important
game indicators and their theoretically founded
relation to cognitive abilities were identified, such as
average reaction time and accuracy in the different
levels (see Supplemental Information).
Validating cognitive abilities “in the wild”
We have two separate participant samples for Skill
Lab: i) an initial sample recruited through MTurk (n
= 444) and ii) more than 18,000 people who signed
up to play the publicly available version (Fig. 2a).
Having both groups enables us to demonstrate the
challenges and benefits of crowdsourced validation

Fig 2: a) Funnel of wild player recruitment. At each layer of the funnel, fewer players had chosen to play. A small minority
of players reached the bottom layer, providing enough data for us to assess all cognitive abilities from the tasks. b) Age
and gender distribution for players who played at least one game in the wild. c) Simultaneous measurement of cognitive
abilities from the tasks for different sample sizes from players of Skill Lab on MTurk and in the wild and the usual domain
of validation24–36. d) Sample size and number of cognitive abilities measured: Skill Lab games compared with other
population-scale assessment studies10,11,14–16,19–23
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in the wild. The MTurk study was split into six
separate jobs — one for each game and the
associated tasks. We recruited 100 MTurkers per
job — they were allowed to participate in multiple
different jobs — over a 2-week period at the end of
June 2018; our sample was thus about 3–4 times
larger than that used for within-subject validation in
Sea Hero Quest14 or The Great Brain Experiment19.
MTurk’s terms of service only allow data collection
via an in-browser version of Skill Lab. Thus, an app
version of Skill Lab could only be validated in the
wild. Because participant engagement typically has
an exponential fall off 37, and because we needed
players to both play the games and complete the
validation tasks, we sought to recruit as many
people as possible. Skill Lab launched publicly in
Denmark in collaboration with the Danish Broadcast
Company (Danmarks Radio, DR), the 4th of
September 2018 on scienceathome.org, Apple
Appstore, and Google Play. In Denmark there is
universal access to the internet and communication
technologies38; thus, to attract the broadest possible
audience, we generated attention to the project
through a series of DR news articles with themes
varying from AI and technology to psychology and
computer games39. Participants who played at least
one game represent a broad cross-section of the
Danish population40 in terms of gender (5793
female, 7333 male, and 163 other; or 44%, 55%,
and 1%, respectively) and age (Fig. 2b), starting at
age 16 years — the minimum age for granting
informed consent according to the EU’s General
Data Protection Regulations.
Of those who played at least one game, 63% played
the app version; of those, 38% completed at least

one cognitive ability task (Fig. 2a). To be included in
the validation process, a player had to complete at
least one specific combination of tasks measuring a
given cognitive ability (e.g., the three tasks Visual
Pattern, Groton Maze, and Corsi Block had to be
completed in order for us to evaluate the ability
Visuospatial Working Memory). Even with these
requirements, we obtained a larger sample of wild
players for the cognitive ability measures than from
MTurk (Fig. 2c). MTurk participants often sacrifice
accuracy for speedy task completion. We found that
this was not the case for wild players (see
Supplementary Information). The games were
specifically developed to motivate players to do their
best, and it is faster to complete all the games
combined (14 ± 5 min) than all the cognitive ability
tasks combined (72 ± 7 min). Thus, the games could
potentially be used for rapid cognitive assessments.
To validate the cognitive ability measures from the
games trained a linear model to predict cognitive
abilities - as measured by the tasks - from game
indicators. To obtain estimates of the out-of-sample
prediction strengths, we applied repeated crossvalidation41 and used an elastic-net to avoid
overfitting by performing variable selection and
mitigating multicollinearity42. The process resulted
in nine accepted prediction models with medium to
strong effect sizes (Fig. 3a) and five rejected
models; four were rejected because the model
collapsed to the mean value (Fig. 3c), and one
because of ceiling and discretisation effects of the
task measure. Although it is possible that more
advanced modelling of the existing data set can
improve these results, the nine accepted models
already represent a broad, strong, and rapid testing
battery, ready for application.

Fig 3: a) Out-of-sample correlation strength for the elastic-net models predicting task-based cognitive ability measures from
Skill Lab game indicators. The nine models above the black line were accepted. b) Population distribution of Central
Executive Functioning from the tasks (blue) and the games (orange). X-axis: percentage of Skill Lab wild players with a
specific cognitive ability measure level as measured from the tasks/games. c) Population distribution of Prospective
Memory in Mental Rotation from the tasks (blue) and the games (orange). X-axis: percentage of Skill Lab wild players with
a specific cognitive ability measure level as measured from the tasks/games.
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Population-scale assessment
The combination of sample size and breadth of
cognitive abilities measured in Skill Lab is
exemplary (see the orange diamond in Fig. 2d)
relative to other game-based population-scale
assessment studies10,11,14–16,19–23; 6,312 players
had played enough for the nine trained models to be
applied. We have primarily collected data within the
Danish population, but Skill Lab is ready for followup studies in other countries as it is available in
Danish, English, and Spanish. It approaches the
population-scale assessment usually limited to
registry, commercial, and meta-studies, thereby
providing a unique tool.
Our population sample allows us to both replicate
previous studies and address new questions in
cognitive and social science. Most cognitive abilities
increase during childhood and adolescence and
then begin to decline in the mid-20s to 30s43,44, with
a few cognitive abilities such as verbal fluency
remaining constant through adulthood. Skill Lab
provides two distributions across age for each
cognitive ability—one measured by the tasks and
one measured by the games (Fig. 4). Given our
pattern of participation, the sample size for the
games (n = 6,312) was significantly larger than that
for the tasks (on average n = 311), providing
considerably more data to resolve trends and
remove noise.
Our study offers a cross-sectional snapshot of the
Danish population, comprising the largest open
normative dataset of these cognitive abilities.
Examining the distributions obtained from the
games across ages, we observed the expected
increase in all cognitive abilities from age 16 to 20
years, followed by a gradual decline from age 20
years, which provides further support for the validity
of Skill Lab as an assessment tool. This dataset may

serve as a normative benchmark for future
applications, not only within psychology but also for
the social sciences, clinical applications, and
education. These finely stratified age norms will be
of particular importance when Skill Lab is used to
address questions that require age-based controls.
In addition, we can extract key indicators such as
age of onset of decline and crossing of the general
population average, which can then be applied
directly in clinical and other settings. We use the
age-stratified norms of the cognitive abilities to
control for age effects in all the following analyses.
By linking cognitive profiles with survey data
obtained from the same participants on
entrepreneurship and risk preferences (see
Supplementary Information), we were able to
generate a unique dataset with the potential to
generate new knowledge in social science.
The survey included a question regarding players’
entrepreneurial intention—that is, the degree to
which they were interested in starting their own
business. It has been argued that entrepreneurial
intention should be negatively correlated with
cognitive abilities due to the opportunity costs of
alternative employment options45,46; that is, people
with high cognitive abilities are more likely to have
good employment opportunities. Our findings
confirmed this hypothesis (r = -0.09, p = 0.01, n =
720), with all individual abilities showing a negative
correlation with entrepreneurial intention, and most
correlations being significant. Surprisingly, contrary
to the Jack-of-all-Trades theory45–47, which predicts
that generalists (who have a uniform distribution of
abilities) have a better fit with an entrepreneurial
career, we found that people with greater variation
in cognitive abilities had higher entrepreneurial
intention (r = 0.09, p = 0.01, n = 720). Prior tentative
confirmations of the Jack-of-all-Trades theory have

Fig 4: Cognitive abilities across age groups. 6,312 wild players played the games; fewer played the combination of tasks
that allowed for assessment of a specific ability. The shaded areas around the curves are the standard error of the mean.
Each age point in the graph includes at least 30 players (the curves for the remaining cognitive abilities can be found in
the Supplementary Information). The grey lines indicate where the population crosses zero. a) Central Executive
Functioning (ntask = 254), b) Baseline Reaction Time (ntask = 228
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relied on measurements of practical skills, e.g.
math, logic, language, or technical abilities43,44.
Since our findings are based on measurements of
cognitive abilities, we speculate that individuals with
greater variation in cognitive abilities are more likely
to identify a better match to entrepreneurship,
where they themselves have the autonomy to define
their functions48. Integrating data on lower-level
cognitive abilities thus challenges the Jack-of-alltrade theory’s distinction between generalists vs.
specialists, which expands our insights into the
characteristics of entrepreneurs.
Risk preference is assumed to contribute to key life
outcomes across many domains49. There is an
ongoing debate about whether risk preference
varies systematically with cognitive abilities, in
particular executive function49. If this were the case,
it would have intriguing policy implications, as
individuals’ cognitive abilities would need to be
accounted for49. In previous studies, small sample
size and lack of power have left this important
matter unsettled. In the survey part of our study, we
therefore
administered
three
typical
risk
measures50: two behavioural and one self-reported.
Correlations between the risk measures and six
measures of executive function were not significant,
and Bayes Factors51 provide strong evidence — by
far the strongest evidence to date — for the absence
of any effect of executive function on risk
preferences (average BF01 = 20.0, n = 920).
Our work with Skill Lab has illustrated the viability of
a crowdsourcing approach in validating a cognitive
assessment tool and has several key implications.
First, it allows scientists to create better models of
human cognition and to test and validate cognitive
abilities, potentially providing insights into more
efficient ways of solving problems52. Second, our
unique and open dataset, which includes normative
benchmarks, can potentially inform large-scale
screening for the development of psychological
disorders. Finally, Skill Lab allows normative data
for diverse populations, cultures, and languages to
be collected in the future, facilitating the muchneeded broadening of the samples typically tested
in psychological and social science studies53.
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Methods
Tasks administered in Skill Lab
Corsi Block24,Deary-Liewald25, Eriksen-Flanker26,
Groton Maze27. Mental Rotation28, Go/No-Go29,
Stop Signal30, Stroop31, Token Test36, Tower of
London32, Trailmaking33, Visual Pattern35, Visual
Search Letters34, and Visual Search Shapes34.
MTurk
The MTurk sample was collected by publishing six
different MTurk tasks (Human Intelligence Task, or
HIT). In each HIT, MTurkers played one of the
games as well as the tasks assessing the cognitive
ability hypothesized to be associated with that game
(see Fig. SI.14). Before launching the jobs, we
made a power calculation of the sample size
required for Pearson correlations to measure
medium effect sizes (r > 0.3), which showed that we
needed a sample of at least 85 MTurkers. To allow
for removal of some outliers, we decided to recruit
100 MTurkers per HIT. We started by publishing an
initial batch of nine jobs for each of the HITs in order
to determine the completion time and thus what a
fair payment would be. We found that each task took
approximately 40 minutes to complete and thus
settled on a payment of US$6 per task (US$9/hour
average); in addition, we offered a bonus for
completing multiple HITs:
●
●
●
●
●

A 5% bonus on the second HIT.
A 10% bonus on the third HIT.
A 15% bonus on the fourth HIT.
A 20% bonus on the fifth HIT.
A 25% bonus on the sixth HIT.

Furthermore, if MTurkers had already completed a
cognitive ability task previously, they did not have to
retake the task, which enabled them to complete the
job faster and thus increase their hourly wage. Each
MTurker was only allowed to take one job from each
of the six HITs.
The tasks were released in batches of nine jobs for
all HITs at the same time. The batches were
released at irregular intervals at all times of day from
27th July 2018 to 2nd August 2018. The MTurkers
were required to have at least 500 previously
approved HITs and a 90% approval rate. We did not
put any regional restrictions on the HITs.
Modeling cognitive abilities with games
We trained a model that predicts players’ cognitive
abilities measured from the tasks based on how
they played the games by fitting a linear. For each
task, multiple indicators ti of a cognitive ability were
computed from the data (see Supplementary
Information). We reviewed the tasks24–36 to identify
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how the i’th task indicator ti, contributed to the
measure of the j’th cognitive ability 𝐶𝑗 by assigning
a coefficient 𝛼𝑖𝑗 ∈ {-1,0,1}: 0if there is no
contribution, 1 if there is a positive correlation
between the task indicator and a higher level
cognitive ability, and -1 if there is a negative
correlation (see Supplementary Information for a
comprehensive list of coefficients). The task
indicators were combined into measures of
cognitive abilities54 by taking weighted ( 𝛼𝑖𝑗 )
averages
𝐶𝑗 =

∑82
𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖𝑗 𝑡𝑖
∑82
𝑖=1 |𝛼𝑖𝑗 |

information. In order to prevent overfitting, an
elastic-net model
𝐶𝑗 = ∑ 𝛽𝑖𝑗 𝑔𝑖 + 𝑘𝑗
𝑖

was fitted using 100 times repeated 5-fold crossvalidation. The trained models ({𝛽1𝑗 ,...,𝛽45𝑗 }, 𝑘𝑗 )
(see Supplemental Information) would be the result
of averaging all the 500 individually trained models
per cognitive ability. We have an estimated out-ofsample prediction strength defined as the Pearson
correlation between the predicted values of each of
the models and the cognitive abilities from the tasks
for each of the repeated-cross validation test sets
(Table 1).

.

In total, 46 indicators gi from the six games were
identified as containing information pertaining to the
cognitive abilities. Before any modelling was
performed, all game indicators and cognitive ability
measures were standardized to mean = 0 and SD =
1 to put them on equal footing, and values more
than 3 SD from the mean were excluded as outliers.
Only players who had produced all the task
indicators associated with respective cognitive
ability (see Suplementary Information) as well as at
least one game indicator were included in the
sample used to fit the linear regression models
predicting the cognitive abilities measured from the
tasks with game indicators. Any missing game
indicators were imputed using multivariate
imputation with chained equations55, which
generated one common imputation model for the
entire data set. The imputation model was
generated from game indicators only and contained
no information about task indicators or demographic

Distributions of cognitive abilities across age
The age data points in Fig. 4 were generated by
requiring a minimum of 30 people in each bin —
large enough to show differences between each bin,
but small enough for at least two bins to be
generated for the curves extracted from the taskmeasured cognitive abilities. The points were
generated by starting at age 16 and checking
whether there were 30 players of that age whose
data provided a cognitive ability measure. If there
were enough, the next point was generated starting
with those 1 year older; if not, the following ages
were added 1 year at a time until a sample size of
30 was reached.
For the age-corrected normative data used to
control for age in the rest of the paper (see
Supplementary Information), we defined 5-year
n

r

95%
Confidence
Interval

p

Central Executive Functioning

191

0.53

[0.42, 0.62]

< 0.00001

Intra Categorical Visual Perception

868

0.51

[0.46, 0.56]

< 0.00001

Choice Reaction Time

65

0.50

[0.29, 0.66]

0.00001

Baseline Reaction Time

< 0.00001

Cognitive Ability

161

0.50

[0.37, 0.61]

Response Inhibition

82

0.38

[0.18, 0.55]

0.00042

Visual Perception in Mental Rotation

327

0.27

[0.17 0.37]

< 0.00001

Visuospatial Working Memory

135

0.25

[0.08, 0.40]

0.00345

Visuospatial Sketchpad

204

0.23

[0.10, 0.36]

0.00093

Category Detection and Switch

95

0.23

[0.03, 0.41]

0.02494

Color Perception

300

0.22

[0.11, 0.33]

0.00012

Prospective Memory in Problem Solving

124

0.18

[0.00, 0.34]

0.04545

Recognition

168

0.15

[0.00, 0.29]

0.05229

Written Language Comprehension

199

0.14

[0.00, 0.27]

0.04858

Prospective Memory in Mental Rotation

320

0.11

[0.00, 0.22]

0.04930

Table 1: Results of fitting the cognitive abilities with an elastic-net model.
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r

95% Confidence
Interval

p

Intra Categorical Visual
Perception

-0.11

[-0.18, -0.04]

0.002551

Central Executive Functioning

-0.08

[-0.15, -0.01]

0.032999

Visual Perception in Mental
Rotation

-0.07

[-0.14, 0.00]

0.05541

Baseline Reaction Time

-0.07

[-0.14, 0.01]

0.047647

Category Detection and Switch

-0.07

[-0.14, 0.00]

0.078376

Visuospatial Working Memory

-0.05

[-0.12, 0.02]

0.143245

Visuospatial Sketchpad

-0.08

[-0.15, -0.01]

0.041798

Response Inhibition

-0.12

[-0.19, -0.05]

0.001132

Choice Reaction Time

-0.06

[-0.13, 0.01]

0.098032

AVG Cognitive Ability

-0.09

[-0.16, -0.02]

0.011273

SD Cognitive Ability

0.09

[0.02, 0.16]

0.013749

Table 2: Correlation between entrepreneurial intention and age-corrected cognitive abilities (n = 720 for all
correlations)

non-overlapping intervals from ages 16–100 years.
Cognitive abilities were corrected by standardizing
within the 5-year age bins.
Correlation between survey data and cognitive
abilities
All correlations between survey data and cognitive
abilities were Pearson correlations; the correlations
are provided below.
To assess entrepreneurial intention, we asked
people not currently in self-employment to estimate
the probability they would start their own business
in the next 5 years (response options: 0%, 1–20%,
21–40%, 41–60%, 61–80%, 81–99%, 100%). We
correlated these data with the cognitive abilities, as
well as with the average level and standard
deviation of the cognitive abilities. The latter are
standard measures of the Jack-of-all-Trades theory
in the entrepreneurship literature.
Risk behaviour was measured by three questions:

Option 2: 80% chance of winning €300 and a 20%
chance of winning €10.
(response options: Likert scale 1-9; 1 = Strongly
prefer option 1, 5 = Both options are equally
attractive, 9 = Very strongly prefer option 2)
(Safe-Risk) Below you are presented with a choice
between two lotteries, Option 1 and Option 2. One
option offers a certain monetary reward for sure, the
other option offers different amounts of money with
different
probabilities.
Please
read
the
characteristics of the options carefully and
indicate—assuming that this was a real choice—
how strongly you would prefer Option 1 or Option 2.
Option 1: €192 for sure.
Option 2: 80% chance of winning €300 and a 20%
chance of winning €10.
(response options: Likert scale 1-9; 1 = Strongly
prefer option 1, 5 = Both options are equally
attractive, 9 = Very strongly prefer option 2)

(SOEP) Are you generally a person who is willing to
take risks or do you try to avoid taking risks?
(response options: Lickert scale 0-10; 0 = Not
Willing to take risks, 10 = Very willing to take risks)
(Risk-Risk) Below you are presented with a choice
between two lotteries, Option 1 and Option 2. The
options offer different amounts of money with
different
probabilities.
Please
read
the
characteristics of the options carefully and
indicate—assuming that this was a real choice—
how strongly you would prefer Option 1 or Option 2.
Option 1: 80% chance of winning €200 and a 20%
chance of winning €160.
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SOEP

Risk-Risk

Safe-Risk

Central Execution

r = 0.001 [-0.06, 0.07]
p = 0.99
BF01 = 23.8

r = 0.01 [-0.05, 0.08]
p = 0.69
BF01 = 22.2

r = -0.01 [-0.08, 0.05]
p = 0.67
BF01 = 21.7

Visuospatial Working
Memory

r = -0.02 [-0.08, 0.05]
p = 0.61
BF01 = 20.8

r = 0.04 [-0.03, 0.10]
p = 0.25
BF01 = 12.5

r = 0 [-0.07, 0.06]
p = 0.88
BF01 = 23.8

Baseline Reaction Time

r = -0.01 [-0.07, 0.06]
p = 0.85
BF01 = 23.3

r = 0 [-0.06, 0.07]
p = 0.94
BF01 = 23.8

r = -0.03 [-0.10, 0.03]
p = 0.31
BF01 = 14.5

Category Detection and
Switch

r = 0 [-0.06, 0.06]
p = 0.99
BF01 = 23.8

r = 0.01 [-0.05, 0.08]
p = 0.75
BF01 = 22.7

r = -0.02 [-0.09, 0.04]
p = 0.48
BF01 = 18.5

r = -0.03 [-0.10, 0.03]
p = 0.34
BF01 = 15.4

r = -0.01 [-0.08, 0.05]
p = 0.72
BF01 = 22.2

r = -0.04 [-0.10, 0.03]
p = 0.27
BF01 = 13.2

r = 0 [-0.07, 0.06]
p = 0.96
BF01 = 23.8

r = -0.02 [-0.09, 0.04]
p = 0.54
BF01 = 19.6

r = -0.03 [-0.09, 0.04]
p = 0.42
BF01 = 17.2

Response Inhibition

Choice Reaction Time

Table 3: Correlation between risk behaviour and age-corrected cognitive abilities [with 95% confidence interval] (n =
920 for all correlations). BF01 is the Bayes Factor indicating evidence for the absence of a correlation.

Game Availability
Skill Lab: Science Detective is available on the
Apple App Store, Google Play, and online at
https://www.scienceathome.org/games/skill-labscience-detective/play-skill-lab/
Informed consent and ethics statement
Players both in MTurk and in the wild provided
informed consent before taking part in the study and
before any data were recorded. They were made
aware that they could, at any time, leave the study
and request their data to be anonymized.
The Committee of Research Ethics for Region
Midtjylland (Denmark) exempted the study from
ethical oversight, and the project received ethical
approval from the Institutional Review Board at
Cornell University (Protocol ID: 1808008201). The
study was conducted in accordance with all ethical
requirements.
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Cornell University. M.K.P wrote the manuscript.
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